SOLUTION OVERVIEW

ENTERPRISE
FILE SERVICES
Addressing Shadow IT

Overview

According to a recent survey,

Egnyte delivers Enterprise File Services that uniquely anticipate
the needs of users and IT departments, so they can easily, securely and
intelligently access and share files, on premises and in the cloud. Egnyte
provides unparalleled flexibility, unified visibility and centralized control over
file services to optimize collaboration with people both inside and outside
the organization.

IT departments underestimate the
number of non-sanctioned cloud
applications in their environment by
a factor of 10.
Egnyte can help stem the tide of
Shadow IT apps by providing users
with easy access to all of the files they
need, while delivering the visibility and

Unlike other Enterprise File Sync and Share (EFSS) service providers that

control IT requires to support security

lock customers into using only their applications, storage, cloud and other

and compliance objectives. With Egnyte,

proprietary components, Egnyte delivers an open platform that preserves a

organizations can have it all – users
can leverage the productivity tools and

customer’s ability to choose what works best for their business. With Egnyte,

devices they prefer to get work done,

organizations can maximize and future-proof their investments with file

while IT can maximize and future-proof

services that integrate with many user devices, business apps, on-premises
storage, and cloud solutions.

their investments in applications, as well
as on-premises and cloud storage.

The Benefits of Egnyte
Enterprise File Services uniquely anticipate the needs of users and IT to optimize collaboration.
INCREASES PRODUCTIVITY

STRENGTHENS SECURITY

Integrates with existing
workflows and infrastructure
to enable users to leverage
whatever devices and apps
they choose to get their work
done, while freeing IT to focus
on improving the overall
performance and efficiency
of their apps, on premises
and in the cloud.

Provides end-to-end file
monitoring, management,
and protection so organizations
can ensure the integrity and
privacy of their information,
regardless of where files
are stored or who needs to
access them (both internally
and externally), to reduce
data-leakage risks and support
compliance initiatives.
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OPTIMIZES WORKFLOW

REDUCES COSTS

Gives both IT and users
insights, unified visibility and
centralized control over how
information is accessed and
shared. They can refine content
strategies and streamline
activities to improve the flow
of information, maximize the
utilization of their resources,
and optimize the overall
experience.

Eliminates the need for
organizations to independently
manage multiple information
systems, and enables them to
choose the best devices, apps,
on-premises storage, and
cloud solutions. It can easily
move files between cloud
and on-premises resources
for maximizing infrastructure
investments and adapt to
changing needs.
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Egnyte Enterprise File Services
Industry’s most comprehensive solution

UNIFIED USER EXPERIENCE
Quickly and easily share files and
collaborate with people inside and outside
your organization, using your favorite
apps and devices in a way that is more
productive and secure. The services are
so intuitive that you can start to take
advantage of the advanced file-sharing
capabilities in seconds.

SECURITY
Achieve end-to-end security with rolebased delegation and the ability to
set protections at every step of the
collaboration workflow: user, content,
device, transport and storage.

MOBILITY
Work on the go. You can rest assured that
you will be able to use whatever mobile
device you choose to access your files, as
if you were in the office. The file services
can adapt to factor in constraints from
your environment and ensure you have
continuous access to your content, even
when Internet connectivity is down.

UNIFIED ADMIN & MANAGEMENT
Gain complete visibility and centralized
management over how files are stored,
accessed and shared throughout your
organization; integrates with existing Active
Directory, Single Sign-On, and other IT
systems and policies in place.

CONTENT INTELLIGENCE
Uncover opportunities to optimize your
content strategies and increase workflow
efficiencies. This service proactively
identifies potential work group aliases,
folder structures and access rights that can
help streamline the flow of information and
improve productivity.

SMART REPORTING & AUDITING
Understand how information flows
throughout your organization to improve
the overall performance and utilization
of the infrastructure, as well as adapt
your data management and protection to
compliance regulations.

“Egnyte’s hybrid cloud approach to enterprise file sharing has provided us with significant benefits in terms
of operational efficiency, cost reductions and improved collaboration. We can envision that the ability to
quickly and easily collect and report on the usage of our project files through Egnyte’s Content Intelligence
file service will provide important insights to improving our collaborative environment, resulting in better
communication and project execution.”
Jeff Pistor
Director, Balfour Beatty Construction
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The Egnyte Difference
Egnyte delivers enterprise file services that allow organizations to drive their businesses forward.

UNIFIED VISIBILITY

CENTRALIZED CONTROL

•

A single-pane-of-glass view to build
a comprehensive content strategy.

•

Easily and securely move files between
on-premises storage and the cloud.

•

Ability to optimize IT infrastructure
utilization and improve overall
user experience.

•

Simple, effective management
delegation between IT and Line-ofBusiness users to satisfy both
compliance and business
requirements.

•

Content Intelligence to show users
how their content is consumed.

•

Smart Reporting and Auditing to
ensure users follow security policies
and compliance requirements.

•

Multiple domains ensure intellectual
property from different groups, clients
and partners remains contained
and confidential.

FLEXIBILITY
•

Open architecture to support any
device, any business application, and
any on-premises, cloud, or hybrid
storage solution.

•

Ability to seamlessly integrate with
applications in your IT and productivity
environment, such as Active Directory,
Outlook and Salesforce.com.

How it Works
PRIVATE USER-CENTRIC

Egnyte’s open, secure and adaptive architecture empowers
both users and IT, whether the organization has deployed
file services on premises, in the cloud or through a hybrid
approach.

Business Users

SHARED IT-CENTRIC

This flexible architecture extends to end users as well, with clients
that natively fit within many desktop and mobile OS environments
for ease of use. These clients are accessible, without the need for
a VPN, through several productivity applications, such as Outlook,
Salesforce.com, etc., regardless of whether the files reside on
premises or in the cloud.

IT Administrators

API
CHOICE OF

Applications

Devices

Cloud Storage
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With Egnyte’s open architecture, content can be stored on any
on-premises or public cloud provider’s storage solution and
integrate with any existing IT systems, such as Active Directory
or Single Sign-On solutions, to ensure policies can be applied
consistently and compliance requirements can be achieved at
all times.

On-Prem Storage

As shown in the diagram to the left, users can leverage their own
private folders and files, as well as shared corporate-wide folders
that are managed by IT, to benefit from the enhanced protection and
performance that Egnyte delivers. Rest assured that regardless of
which device or application users are leveraging, IT has the visibility
and control to provide universal access and the security needed for
the organization’s intellectual property, on premises and in the cloud.
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Thousands of Brands Trust Egnyte
Built with the enterprise in mind from day one.

“Aerohive is focused on delivering innovative enterprise mobile solutions that
help customers become more productive and drive their businesses forward.
Egnyte shares these principles and has delivered on them with its Enterprise File
Services. Their solution helped us overcome different challenges in our different
teams, including Engineering, Operation, Sales and Marketing. We view its
Enterprise File Services as a solution that we’ll leverage heavily in enhancing the
way we collaborate as well as protect and manage our business content.”
David Greene
CMO, Aerohive Networks

15-Day Free Trial
Start a free trial online: www.egnyte.com/freetrial

Or contact our sales team 1-877-734-6983

Smart Content Collaboration & Governance
Egnyte transforms business through smarter content allowing organizations
to connect, protect, and unlock value from all their content.
Our Content Intelligence platform delivers smart content collaboration and governance in the cloud
or on-premises to thousands of businesses around the world even the most regulated industries.
Founded in 2007, Egnyte is privately held and headquartered in Mountain View, CA. Investors
include venture capital firms, such as Google Ventures and Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers, as well
as technology partners, such as CenturyLink and Seagate Technology.

CONTACT US
+1-650-968-4018
1350 W. Middlefield Rd,
Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
www.egnyte.com

